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ANALYSIS

Two-time stakes placed MONTEBELLO arrives to 
the July Sale off a NY-bred N1X win at Belmont 
Park which saw him earn an 88 Beyer Speed 

Figure.

After finishing 2nd in two stakes races as a 
juvenile, MONTEBELLO has taken the necessary 
step forward to be a stakes quality 3-year-old, 
with high-dollar NY-bred stakes races available 

to him as well.  

MONTEBELLO made his second start of the year a winning one, going gate-to-wire in a 
Belmont Park allowance while earning an 88 Beyer against older horses (click to view 
race replay). 

Top NY-bred AMERICANREVOLUTION, who went on to win the G1 Cigar Mile last year, 
won the 2021 New York Derby for 3-year-old NY-breds with an 88 Beyer, putting 
MONTEBELLO right on par with top NY-bred 3yo’s from past years.

DRF PPs

MONTEBELLO training as a 2yo at Santa Anita.

Last Race: 6/30/22 ALW-N1X (NYB) @ BEL
Trainer: John Terranova
Conditions Left: ALW-N1X (open)/ALW-N2X (NYB)/STK 
Preferred Surface: Dirt

https://replays.robertsstream.com/racereplays/cust/fasigtipton/sales/2022/july/video.php?horsename=MONTEBELLO&filename=202206301815BED7&title=Jun+30%2C+2022+-+Belmont+Park+Race+7
https://replays.robertsstream.com/racereplays/cust/fasigtipton/sales/2022/july/video.php?horsename=MONTEBELLO&filename=202206301815BED7&title=Jun+30%2C+2022+-+Belmont+Park+Race+7
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With a potential return trip to Saratoga on deck, it’s important to note that MONTEBELLO 
has already turned in a good performance over the surface, running 2nd in the 
Funny Cide Stakes (click to view race replay) there last summer after breaking his 
maiden against open company at Del Mar without lasix.

DRF PPs CONT.

THORO-GRAPH & RAGOZIN

MONTEBELLO’s step forward this year has also shown in his Ragozin figures, where he 
has paired 12’s to begin his season, proving that he is ready to take another step 

forward in his third race off the bench.

That said, a 12 
Ragozin has been 
good enough to win a 
few different 3yo 
stakes races this year, 
with the winners of 
the G3 Affirmed and 
The Sir Barton 
stakes having 
earned 12 ½ and 12 
Ragozin figures, 
respectively.

https://replays.robertsstream.com/racereplays/cust/fasigtipton/sales/2022/july/video.php?horsename=MONTEBELLO&filename=202108271446STD4&title=Aug+27%2C+2021+-+Saratoga+Race+Course+Race+4
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LOOKING AHEAD

As MONTEBELLO has proven himself to be fast enough to compete against open 
company, it opens up several spots for him to contest moving forward, including several 

stakes races restricted to 3-year-old’s throughout the summer and into the fall. 



For access to video replays and 
digital copies of DRF Past 
Performances, Thoro-Graphs, 
and Ragozins on the entire 
consignment, scan the QR code 
shown here. 
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